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1. Invariant assertions, invariant relations, and invariant functions
Despite several decades of research, the development and maintenance of software products un-
der acceptable standards of quality and reliability remain an unfulﬁlled challenge, so much so that
the global research community is rallying around an international initiative to focus on this elusive
goal (Hoare et al., 2009; Woodcock and Banach, 2007). Known as The Veriﬁed Software Initiative, this
enterprise aims to achieve three goals, namely the development of theoretical foundations, the gen-
eration of industrial strength tools, and the production of veriﬁed software applications in selected
application domains.
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ity of software being developed and maintained nowadays is written in C-like imperative languages,
where loops constitute the main locus of complexity, hence the main source of program faults. Object
oriented languages shift the focus towards data organization and interprocess coordination, but loops
play an important role there as well. The analysis of while loop has, justiﬁably, been dominated by
the concept of invariant assertions, since its introduction by C.A.R. Hoare in 1969 (Hoare, 1969). This
concept has inﬂuenced much of the research on program analysis and design since its introduction
(Dijkstra, 1976; Gries, 1981), and continues to do so to this day; the generation of invariant assertions
has remained a topic of great interest during the seventies and early eighties (Cousot and Cousot,
1977; Cheatham and Townley, 1976; Cousot and Halbwachs, 1978), then has emerged again in the last
decade (Carbonnell and Kapur, 2004; Colon et al., 2003; Denney and Fischer, 2006; Ernst et al., 2007;
Fahringer and Scholz, 2003; Fu et al., 2008; Jebelean and Giese, 2007; Hu et al., 2004; Kovacs and Je-
belean, 2004, 2005; Podelski and Rybalchenko, 2004; Sankaranarayana et al., 2004; Hoder et al., 2010;
Kovacs and Voronkov, 2009a; Maclean et al., 2010; Zuleger and Sinn, 2010; Kroening et al., 2010;
Iosif et al., 2010; Furia and Meyer, 2010).
In this paper we present two distinct but related concepts, namely invariant relations and invariant
functions, and show how these can provide complementary insights to those that invariant assertions
afford us. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd that invariant functions can be used to generate invariant relations,
and that invariant relations can be used to elucidate a broad range of functional properties of loops,
including:
• Computing or approximating the function of a loop (Mili et al., 2009).
• Computing or approximating the termination condition of a loop (i.e. the condition under which
the loop is guaranteed to terminate).
• Computing an invariant assertion of the loop for a given precondition (Louhichi et al., 2011).
• Computing the weakest precondition of a loop for a given postcondition (Mraihi et al., 2011a).
• Computing or approximating the strongest postcondition of a loop for given precondition (Mraihi
et al., 2011a).
• Computing conditions of correctness of the loop with respect to relational speciﬁcations
(Ghardallou et al., 2011; Parnas, 2011).
In this paper, we focus on the use of invariant relations to compute loop functions and termination
conditions of loops; also, to compare our approach to approaches that are based on invariant asser-
tions, we use invariant relations to generate invariant assertions. As for the relationships between
invariant relations, invariant functions, and invariant assertions, they are beyond the scope of this
paper, and are discussed in some detail in Mraihi et al. (2011b).
To give the reader some intuition for these three concepts, we present them below by means of a
simple example, namely the following loop on natural variables n, f , k, such that k is non-zero.
{k:=1; f:=1; while (k!=n+1) {f:=f*k; k:=k+1;}}.
We propose the following characterizations/illustrations.
• Invariant Assertion: An invariant assertion is a predicate on program variables that holds after any
number (including zero) of iterations. For the program above, we propose
f = (k − 1)!.
• Invariant Function: An invariant function is a function that takes the same value before and after
application of the loop body (assuming the loop condition holds). For the above program, we
propose
V (n, f ,k) = f
(k − 1)! .
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and s′ = 〈n′, f ′,k′〉 such that s′ is obtained from s by application of an arbitrary number (includ-
ing zero) of iterations of the loop. For the program above, we propose
R =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)!
}
.
Note that while the invariant assertion depends on the loop and on its initial conditions ( f =
1∧k = 1), the invariant function and the invariant relation depend exclusively on the loop, and remain
valid if the initial conditions are changed.
In the next section, we introduce some mathematical deﬁnitions and notations that are needed
for the purpose of our discussion, and in Section 3 we introduce invariant relations and invariant
functions, and discuss some of their salient properties. In Section 4 we discuss the design and imple-
mentation of a tool we have developed to generate invariant relations, from which we can compute
loop functions and loop invariants. In Section 5 we discuss how we enhance our tool to deal with
various dimensions of program complexity, such as non-trivial size, non-trivial control structures and
non-trivial data structures. We conclude in Section 6 by summarizing our results, discussing related
work, and discussing prospects of future research.
2. Mathematical background: A reﬁnement lattice
2.1. Relational mathematics
Most of the material of this section is supposed to be a reminder of simple mathematical concepts,
and a presentation of adopted notation, rather than a tutorial; the reader is assumed to be familiar
with the concepts discussed herein.
Given a set S , we let a relation R on S be a subset of S × S . Among the special relations on S ,
we mention: the universal relation L = S × S , the empty relation φ = { }, and the identity relation
I = {(s, s) | s ∈ S}. Among the operations on relations, we mention:
• The usual set theoretic operations of union, denoted by R ∪ R ′ , intersection, denoted by R ∩ R ′ ,
difference, denoted by R \ R ′ , and complement, denoted by R = L \ R .
• In addition, we introduce the following relation-speciﬁc operations: the inverse, denoted by R̂ ,
and deﬁned by R̂ = {(s, s′) | (s′, s) ∈ R}; the product, denoted by R ◦ R ′ , or RR ′ when no ambiguity
arises, and deﬁned by R ◦ R ′ = {(s, s′) | ∃t: (s, t) ∈ R ∧ (t, s′) ∈ R ′}; the nucleus of R , denoted by
μ(R) and deﬁned by μ(R) = R R̂ .
• The nth power of relation R , for n natural, is denoted by Rn and deﬁned as follows: if n = 0 then I
else Rn−1 ◦ R .
• The transitive closure of relation R is denoted by R+ and deﬁned by: R+ = {(s, s′) | ∃n > 0: (s, s′) ∈
Rn}.
• The reﬂexive transitive closure of relation R is denoted by R∗ and deﬁned by: R∗ = {(s, s′) | ∃n 0:
(s, s′) ∈ Rn}.
• Given a subset A of S , we let I(A) be deﬁned by I(A) = {(s, s) | s ∈ A}; also, we deﬁne the pre-
restriction of relation R to set A as I(A) ◦ R and the post-restriction of relation R to set A as
R ◦ I(A).
• Given a relation R on S , we let the domain of relation R be the set denoted by dom(R) and
deﬁned by {s | ∃t: (s, t) ∈ R}; we let the range of R be denoted by rng(R) and deﬁned as dom(R̂).
Among the properties of relations, we mention: a relation R is said to be total if and only if RL = L;
a relation R is said to be deterministic (or to be a function) if and only if R̂ R ⊆ I; a relation R is said
to be a vector if and only if RL = R . We admit without proof that a vector α on set S has the form
α = A × S for some subset A of S; we also admit that the pre-restriction of relation R to set A can
be written as α ∩ R , and the post-restriction of relation R to set A can be written as α̂ ∩ R , where α
is the vector A × S .
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only if RR ⊆ R; a R relation is said to be symmetric if and only if R̂ = R; a relation R is said to be
an equivalence if and only if it is reﬂexive, symmetric and transitive. We admit without proof that the
transitive closure of relation R is the smallest transitive relation that is a superset of or equal to R ,
and that the reﬂexive transitive closure of relation R is the smallest reﬂexive transitive relation that is
a superset of or equal to R . We also admit that if R is total and deterministic then its nucleus can be
written as: {(s, s′) | R(s) = R(s′)}. This is an equivalence relation, whose equivalence classes contain
elements that share the same image by R .
A relation R is said to be antisymmetric if and only if R ∩ R̂ ⊆ I; a relation R is said to be a
partial ordering if and only if it is reﬂexive, transitive, and antisymmetric. Given a set S and a partial
ordering R on S , an upper bound of two elements x and y in S is an element z such that (x, z) ∈ R
and (y, z) ∈ R . A least upper bound of x and y, when it exists, is an upper bound z of x and y such
that for any upper bound z′ of x and y, (z, z′) ∈ R . A partial ordering is said to be a lattice if and only
if any two elements of S , say x and y, have a unique least upper bound (also called a join), which we
denote by x unionsq y and a unique greatest lower bound (also called a meet), which we denote by x  y.
2.2. Relational semantics
In the Mills’s logic of program veriﬁcation and analysis, speciﬁcations are represented by relations
and programs are represented by functions (Mills, 1975; Linger et al., 1979); program correctness is
determined by matching the function deﬁned by the program against the relation that represents the
speciﬁcation. Given a set of program variables, say x, y, z of types X , Y , Z , we let a state s of the
program be deﬁned as any aggregate of values that these variables may take, and we let x(s), y(s)
and z(s) denote the x- (respectively y-, z-) component of s. Hence for example, if s = 〈2,6,0〉, then
x(s) = 2, y(s) = 6, z(s) = 0. We let the space of a program be the set of its states, and we usually
denote the space by S . We consider a program p on space S , and we let P be the function that p
computes on its space, deﬁned as follows:
P = {(s, s′) ∣∣ if program p starts execution in state s then it terminates in state s′}.
It stems from this deﬁnition that the domain of relation P can be written as
dom(P ) = {s | if program p starts execution in state s then it terminates}.
We introduce an ordering relation between relational speciﬁcations: we say that speciﬁcation R
reﬁnes speciﬁcation R ′ if and only if
R ′ = RL ∩ R ′L ∩ (R ∪ R ′).
This relation is denoted by R  R ′ (R reﬁnes R ′) or R ′  R (R ′ is reﬁned by R). Intuitively,
this ordering means that R has a larger domain than R ′ and that the restriction of R to the
domain of R ′ is a subset of R ′; this ordering can be interpreted to mean that R represents a
stronger speciﬁcation than R ′ . This deﬁnition of reﬁnement is an extension of the concept of re-
ﬁnement implied in Mills’ logic (between a deterministic speciﬁcation and a deterministic program:
(Linger et al., 1979; Mills, 1975)); it is also an extension of Manna’s more-deﬁned ordering, used to
model the semantics of recursive functions (Manna, 1974).
The following two propositions, which we present without proof, convey the intuition behind the
reﬁnement ordering:
• Program p is correct with respect to speciﬁcation R (in the sense of total correctness (Dijkstra,
1976; Gries, 1981; Manna, 1974)) if and only if the function of p reﬁnes speciﬁcation R .
• Speciﬁcation R reﬁnes speciﬁcation R ′ if and only if any program correct with respect to R is
correct with respect to R ′ .
In Boudriga et al. (1992), we ﬁnd that the reﬁnement relation is a partial ordering, and explore its
lattice properties, which we summarize as follows:
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• Any two speciﬁcations have a greatest lower bound, which is given by the formula:
R  R ′ = RL ∩ R ′L ∩ (R ∪ R ′).
The speciﬁcation R  R ′ captures the requirements that are represented simultaneously by R and
by R ′ .
• Two speciﬁcations R and R ′ have a least upper bound if and only if they satisfy the following
condition, which we call the consistency condition:
RL ∩ R ′L = (R ∩ R ′)L.
Because the existence of least upper bounds is conditional (not all pairs have a least upper
bound), the reﬁnement ordering is not a lattice; nevertheless, we may refer to this structure
as the lattice of speciﬁcations or the lattice of reﬁnement, in reference to its lattice-like properties.
• The least upper bound (join) of two speciﬁcations that satisfy the consistency condition is given
by the following formula:
R unionsq R ′ = (R ∩ R ′L)∪ (R ′ ∩ RL)∪ (R ∩ R ′).
The speciﬁcation R unionsq R ′ captures all the requirements that are in R and all the requirements that
are in R ′ . It is possible to capture the requirements of R and R ′ in a speciﬁcation only if they do
not contradict each other, which is what the consistency condition represents.
• The lattice of speciﬁcations has a unique universal lower bound, which is the empty relation.
• The lattice of speciﬁcations has no universal upper bound.
• Maximal elements of the lattice of speciﬁcations are total deterministic relations.
• Any two speciﬁcations have a least upper bound if and only if they have a (common) upper
bound; this result is known in general in lattice theory (Davey and Priestley, 1990), but because
our reﬁnement structure is not, strictly speaking, a lattice, it bears checking speciﬁcally.
See Fig. 1.
3. Invariant relations and invariant functions
3.1. Deﬁnitions
We consider while loops in C-like programming languages, i.e. programs of the form: w: while
t do b, where t is a predicate and b is a block of code that represents the loop body. We let W be
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by T = {(s, s′) | t(s)}. We present the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 1 (Invariant relations). We consider a while loop of the form w: while t do b on
space S , and we let B be the function of b and T be deﬁned as T = {(s, s′) | t(s)}. A relation R on S
is said to be an invariant relation for w if and only if it is a reﬂexive transitive superset of (T ∩ B).
To give an intuitive understanding of invariant relations, we offer below two possible interpreta-
tions:
• The Invariant Relation as an Approximation of (T ∩ B)∗ . We have proven in Mili et al. (2009) that the
function of the loop can be written as W = (T ∩ B)∗∩ T̂ . In practice, we cannot use this formula to
compute the function of a loop because it is generally impossible to derive the reﬂexive transitive
closure of (T ∩ B). Now, an invariant relation is a reﬂexive transitive superset of (T ∩ B); as such,
it is an approximation of the reﬂexive transitive closure of (T ∩ B), which is by deﬁnition the
smallest reﬂexive transitive superset of (T ∩ B).
• The Invariant Relation as an Inductive Argument. The reﬂexivity and transitivity of R can be used as
(respectively) the basis of induction and the inductive step of an inductive proof to the effect that
any pair of states (s, s′) such that s′ is obtained from s by application of n iterations, is in R .
In practice, we may obtain an invariant relation by any one of the following means (not exclu-
sively):
• If some variable x increases in the loop body, we may generate: {(s, s′) | x x′}.
• If some variable x decreases in the loop body, we may generate: {(s, s′) | x x′}.
• If some variable x is unchanged by the loop body, we may generate: {(s, s′) | x= x′}.
• The most common, most interesting, and most useful case is that if some function V is preserved
by application of the loop body, we may generate the following invariant relation: {(s, s′) | V (s) =
V (s′)}.
To illustrate the deﬁnition of invariant relations, we consider again the factorial program, whose loop
is: w = while (k!=n+1) {f=f*k; k=k+1;}. We submit that the following relations are invari-
ant relations for w:
R1 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)!
}
,
R2 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ n′ = n},
R3 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ k k′}.
We leave it to the reader to check that these relations are reﬂexive and transitive, and that they
are supersets of the function of the loop body. We admit without proof that the intersection of
two invariant relations is an invariant relation; hence in the remainder of this paper we may take
the intersection of any combination of these invariant relations as an invariant relation of the while
loop.
3.2. Invariant relations and termination conditions
In this section we explore how invariant relations can be used to compute or approximate the
termination condition of a loop, i.e. the condition (on the initial state) under which a loop is guaran-
teed to terminate. The ﬁrst observation to make is that, by deﬁnition, the set of states for which the
loop w = while t do b terminates is dom(W ), whose relational representation (as a vector) is the
vector W L. The following proposition, due to Louhichi et al. (2011), converts invariant relations into
necessary conditions of termination.
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invariant relation for w. Then,
W L ⊆ RT .
Note that while other researchers (Cook et al. 2006, 2008; Hehner and Gravell, 1999) equate loop
termination with having a ﬁnite number of iterations, we make no such assumption: our deﬁnition
of termination encompasses (by default) the condition that the number of iterations is ﬁnite, but
also the condition that every single iteration terminates normally (without causing an abort, due to a
division by zero, an array reference out of bounds, an illegal operation, etc.). This proposition converts
an invariant relation into a necessary condition of termination; with enough invariant relations, we
may be able to reach the necessary and suﬃcient condition of termination. We are currently exploring
means to ﬁnd tighter necessary conditions of termination, as well as means to characterize when the
necessary conditions generated by Proposition 1 are suﬃcient to ensure termination.
As a simple illustration of this proposition, we consider the factorial program w on natural vari-
ables n, f , k, such that k = 0: while (k!=n+1) {f=f*k; k=k+1;}, and we apply this proposi-
tion with the invariant relation: R = {(s, s′) | n = n′ ∧ k k′}. Application of this proposition yields
W L
⊆ {Proposition 1}
RT
= {substitutions, product}{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ ∃s′′: n = n′′ ∧ k k′′ ∧ k′′ = n′′ + 1}
= {simpliﬁcation}{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ k n+ 1}.
Indeed, for k > n + 1, this loop does not terminate. Proposition 1 provides that this is a necessary
condition; we know by inspection that this is also a suﬃcient condition of termination (research is
under way to characterize suﬃcient conditions of termination).
3.3. Invariant relations and loop functions
In Mili et al. (2009), we have a proposition to the effect that if we are given a while loop w =
while t do b on space S , and a state s0 in dom(W ), then all the states that are generated by
the execution of w on s0, including all the intermediate states and the ﬁnal state, are in dom(W ). In
other words, dom(W ) includes (by deﬁnition) all the initial states of w (i.e. all the states for which
the loop terminates), as well as all the intermediate states and all the ﬁnal states (by the above-cited
proposition). Hence limiting the space S to dom(W ) causes no loss of generality, since it excludes no
state of interest. Hence we resolve that it is without loss of generality that we assume S = dom(W ).
In practice, this means that once we know what dom(W ) is, we can redeﬁne the space S of w to be
dom(W ), and continue our analysis on the new space with one interesting property, which is that W
is now known to be a total relation on S (by construction).
As an illustration, we review the factorial program w: while (k!=n+1) {f=f*k; k=k+1} on
variables n, f , k such that k = 0. Now that we know the termination condition of this program, we
redeﬁne its space as the set of natural variables n, f , k, such that 1 k n+1. On this newly deﬁned
space S , the loop w terminates for all states, which we write equivalently as W L = L.
To understand why it is important to assume that the function W of w = while t do b is total
on S , consider the following argument:
• Given that we are computing the function of a while loop w written in a deterministic program-
ming languages (or assuming we only deal with deterministic statements of these languages), we
know that W is deterministic.
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maximal elements.
Hence by redeﬁning S to make W total on S , we are ensuring that W is maximal in the lattice
of reﬁnement; as such, W can be computed or approximated using nothing but lower bounds in
the reﬁnement lattice. The following theorem, due to Mili et al. (2009) provides us with such lower
bounds.
Theorem 2. (See Mili et al., 2009.) We consider a while loop of the form w: while t do b on space S that
terminates for all initial states, and we let W be the function of this loop, and R be an invariant relation for w.
Then W reﬁnes R ∩ T̂ .
This theorem enables us to convert an invariant relation of w into a lower bound of W . If we can
ﬁnd invariant relations R1, R2, R3, . . . , Rk , and use them to derive lower bounds U1,U2,U3, . . . ,Uk ,
then U1,U2,U3, . . . ,Uk have an upper bound, namely W , hence they do have a least upper bound,
which we write as
U = U1 unionsq U2 unionsq U3 unionsq · · · unionsq Uk.
Because W is an upper bound of all the Ui ’s, it is an upper bound of their join, i.e. W  U . If U
is total and deterministic, then W = U , since the only upper bound to a maximal element is the
element itself. If U is not total and deterministic, then it is the best approximation we could compute
for W , given the invariant relations we are able to ﬁnd.
To illustrate this process, we consider again the factorial example, and we let R1 be deﬁned by
R1 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)!
}
.
From this relation, we derive a lower bound for W , which is
U1
= {Theorem 2}
R1 ∩ T̂
= {substitution}{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)!
}
∩ {(s, s′) ∣∣ k′ = n′ + 1}
= {taking the intersection}{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)! ∧ k
′ = n′ + 1
}
.
This relation is not deterministic, since we have three variables to determine, n′ , f ′ , and k′ , but only
two equations. Hence we must ﬁnd other invariant relations; we propose
R2 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ n = n′},
R3 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ k k′}.
From these invariant relations we derive lower bounds U2 and U3, and ﬁnd
U2 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ n = n′ ∧ k′ = n′ + 1},
U3 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ k k′ ∧ k′ = n′ + 1}.
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have the same domain), we ﬁnd
U =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ n = n′ ∧ k k′ ∧ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)! ∧ k
′ = n′ + 1
}
,
which can be simpliﬁed to
U =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ k n+ 1∧ n′ = n∧ f ′ = f × n!
(k − 1)! ∧ k
′ = n+ 1
}
.
Given that we have deﬁned the space of our program by natural variables n, f , k, such that 1 k 
n + 1, the clause k n + 1 is a tautology in S , that may be dropped in the deﬁnition of U , hence we
write
U =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ n′ = n∧ f ′ = f × n!
(k − 1)! ∧ k
′ = n+ 1
}
.
Because this is a total deterministic relation, it is maximal in the reﬁnement lattice, hence from
W  U , we infer W = U , whence
W =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ n′ = n∧ f ′ = f × n!
(k − 1)! ∧ k
′ = n+ 1
}
.
Given a suﬃcient number (of suﬃciently small) invariant relations, we can use them to generate a
suﬃcient number of (suﬃciently reﬁned) lower bounds, from which we can compute (or at least
approximate) the function of the loop. In the next section, we discuss how to generate invariant
relations.
3.4. Generating invariant relations
The following proposition, due to Louhichi et al. (2011), provides an invariant relation that can be
derived constructively from the loop.
Proposition 2. Given a while loop on space S of the form w: while to do b, the following relation is an
invariant relation for w:
R = I ∪ T (T ∩ B).
This invariant relation can be derived constructively from the parameters of the loop (i.e. T and B),
but it gives fairly little information on the loop function: intuitively, this invariant relation provides
that if s and s′ are separated by an arbitrary number of iterations then either s′ = s (no iteration
of the loop body is needed) or t(s) holds (at least one iteration of the loop body is going to be
executed) and s′ is in the range of (T ∩ B) (which it would be once the loop body has executed).
The most interesting, most informative invariant relations come from invariant functions, which we
introduce below.
Deﬁnition 3 (Invariant functions). We consider a while loop of the form w: while t do b on space
S that terminates for all initial states, and we let B be the function of b and T be deﬁned as T =
{(s, s′) | t(s)}. A function V on S is said to be an invariant function for w if and only if it is total and
satisﬁes the condition: T ∩ V = T ∩ BV .
Intuitively, an invariant function is one that takes the same value before and after application of
(T ∩ B), i.e. application of B when t holds.1 To illustrate the concept of invariant functions, we offer
the following examples:
1 Note incidentally that an invariant assertion, in the sense of Hoare (1969), is not a boolean-valued invariant function, since
an invariant assertion may be false before application of the loop body and become true afterwards: consider the assertion
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( n
f
k
)
=
( f
(k−1)!
0
0
)
,
V2
( n
f
k
)
=
(n
0
0
)
.
To check that these are invariant functions, we write function B:
B
( n
f
k
)
=
( n
f × k
k + 1
)
.
We leave it to the reader to check, easily, that under the condition t(s), we have
V1
(
B(s)
)= V1(s), V2(B(s))= V2(s),
whence V1 and V2 are invariant functions.
The following theorem, due to Mraihi et al. (2011b), shows how we can derive an invariant relation
from an invariant function.
Theorem 4. (See Mraihi et al., 2011b.) We consider a while loop of the form w: while t do b on space S
that terminates for all initial states.
• If V is an invariant function for w, then the nucleus of V (i.e. μ(V ) = V V̂ ) is an invariant relation for w.
• If R is a symmetric invariant relation for w, then there exists an invariant function V of w whose nucleus
is R.
According to this theorem, we can derive an invariant relation from any invariant function; this
is interesting, since in practice we have means to ﬁnd invariant functions (Mili et al., 1985). But
the question that arises then is: do invariant functions allow us to cover the set of all the invariant
relations? This theorem provides that all invariant relations that are symmetric (in addition to being
reﬂexive and transitive) are the nuclei of some invariant function, which is fair since the nucleus of
a function is necessarily symmetric. Hence by focusing on ﬁnding invariant functions we can derive
all the symmetric invariant relations of a loop; in practice, non-symmetric invariant relations are very
easy to generate.
As we recall, an invariant relation contains pairs of the form (s, s′) such that s′ follows s by a ﬁnite
number of iterations; symmetric relations make no distinction (specify no ordering) between s and s′ ,
either one could precede the other; whereas antisymmetric relations do specify that s precedes s′ .
As an illustration, we consider again the factorial program and we submit that invariant relation R1
(presented above) is the nucleus of invariant function V1, and that invariant relation R2 is the nucleus
of invariant function V2. As for invariant relation R3, it is not symmetric, hence cannot be written
as the nucleus of an invariant function. In practice, symmetric invariant relations carry a lot more
information about the function of the loop (as illustrated by relations R1, and R2 above); nevertheless,
we will deploy both types, as needed.
To summarize the foregoing discussion, we can derive the function of a while loop by proceed-
ing through the following sequence: we derive invariant functions (by inspection), from which we
derive invariant relations (by taking the nuclei of invariant functions), from which we derive lower
bounds (by post-restricting invariant relations to ¬t), from which we derive the function of the loop
or an approximation thereof (by taking the join of all the lower bounds and checking for totality and
determinacy).
x > 0 in the loop while (x<100) do {x=x+1}. This leads us to suggest that a better name for invariant assertions is:
monotonic assertions.
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In this section, we consider in turn two aspects of the analysis of while loops: the generation of
loop functions (an important goal in Mills’ logic), and the generation of invariant assertions (an im-
portant goal in Hoare’s logic).
4.1. Computing loop functions
In this section we discuss the design and implementation of an automated tool that computes or
approximates the function of a loop from an analysis of its source code. Our tool proceeds in three
steps:
• From Source Code to Relational Form: cpp2cca. The purpose of this step is two-fold: First, to map the
source code into a uniform internal notation, that is independent of the programming language,
so that subsequent steps can be reused for any programming language. Second, to prepare the
loop for the generation of invariant relations, which takes place in the next step. As we recall,
an invariant relation of a loop is a superset of the function of its loop body. In order to facilitate
the search for invariant relations, we rewrite the function of the loop body as an intersection of
relations, say
T ∩ B = B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3 ∩ · · · ∩ Bm.
Once (T ∩ B) is written in this form, we can ﬁnd supersets of (T ∩ B) by taking a superset of B1,
or by taking a superset of B1 ∩ B2, or by taking a superset of B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3, etc. If we consider
a loop body that is made up of a sequence of assignment statements, we can rewrite it as an
intersection by eliminating the sequential dependencies between statements and writing, for each
program variable, the cumulative effect of all relevant assignment statements. We obtain what is
called concurrent assignments, or more generally conditional concurrent assignments (abbreviated:
CCA) (Collins et al., 2005; Hevner et al., 2005). This step maps source code (in, say, C++) into
CCA code (ﬁle extention: .cca), and is carried out by a simple compiler, produced using standard
compiler generation technology.
• From CCA code to Invariant Relations: cca2mat. Once the loop body is written as an intersection,
we can derive an invariant relation, hence a lower bound for W , by considering one term of
the intersection at a time, or two terms of the intersection at a time, or three terms of the
intersection at a time. This stepwise strategy is at the heart of our algorithm, in that it allows
us to handle potentially large loops (see Section 5.4) by looking at no more than a few CCA
statements at a time. This step proceeds in three successive phases:
◦ Generating invariant relations, by virtue of the divide-and-conquer strategy that proceeds by
inspecting a few terms of the intersection at a time.
◦ Transforming these invariant relations into lower bounds, by virtue of Theorem 2.
◦ Taking the join of all the lower bounds we could assemble to obtain the function of the loop
or an approximation thereof.
We use a pattern matching procedure to generate invariant relations, whereby statements or
combinations of statements from the CCA code are matched against pre-stored templates of CCA
code for which we also store an invariant relation template. When a match is successful, we
instantiate and generate the corresponding invariant relation. The aggregate made up of a tem-
plate of variable types, code patterns and corresponding invariant relation template is called a
recognizer; we distinguish between 1-recognizers, whose code template includes a single CCA
statement, 2-recognizers, whose code template includes two CCA statements, and 3-recognizers,
whose code template includes three CCA statements. There is nothing magical about the num-
ber 3; we stopped at 3 because we found that for the applications we have considered so far,
there is no need to look at more than three CCA statements at a time, but we expect to introduce
recognizers of size 4 or more as we broaden the scope of application of our tool. With larger rec-
ognizer sizes, we expect the algorithm to be slightly more complex, and more time-consuming.
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Relevant recognizers.
ID State space CCA code pattern Invariant relation
1R1 int n; n=n {(s, s′) | n(s) = n(s′)}
1R2 int k; k=k+1 {(s, s′) | k(s) k(s′)}
2R1 int k, f; f=f*k, {(s, s′) | f
(k−1)! = f
′
(k′−1)! }
k=k+1
For the sake of illustration, we present in Table 1 some simple recognizers, that will be needed
to solve the factorial example.
It may appear that we produce custom-tailored recognizers for each new loop we encounter; of
course, this is not the case. Each recognizer we introduce can be used in any program where its
code pattern occurs; recognizers are our way of conveying to the tool the necessary programming
knowledge and domain knowledge that it needs to analyze loops. Because the code patterns of
the recognizers are small (1 to 3 CCA statements, so far), it is very easy to match them in large
programs. This matter is further discussed in Section 5.6.
As to the question of how do we ﬁnd the invariant relation corresponding to each pattern of CCA
statements, this is where we use invariant functions. The question we ask is: what function is
preserved when the transformation represented by the CCA statements is applied; once we ﬁnd
the function, say V , we write the invariant relation R as {(s, s′) | V (s) = V (s′)}. Another method
that we may use if our intuition fails us is to write the recurrence relations represented by the
CCA statements then try to solve them by eliminating the recurrence variable, an approach similar
to Carette and Janicki (2007); Kovacs and Jebelean (2004, 2005). As for antisymmetric invariant
relations, they are usually very easy to generate, as shown with recognizer 1R2.
• Solving the Equations that Characterize Invariant Relations: mat2nb. The step cca2mat generates in-
variant relations in the form of equations between initial states (represented by unprimed variable
names) and ﬁnal states (represented by primed variable names). All we have to do now is solve
these equations in the primed variables, as a function of the unprimed variables. We carry out
this step using Mathematica, ©Wolfram Research. If Mathematica produces an expression for each
primed program variable, we infer that the relation herein deﬁned is deterministic; if it does so
without imposing any condition on unprimed variables, we infer that the relation is also total.
Being total and deterministic, the relation is maximal in the reﬁnement lattice, hence it is the
function of the loop. Else what we have produced is not the function of the loop but an approxi-
mation thereof, the best approximation we can muster with the database of recognizers we have;
in that case, the tool offers suggestions for missing recognizers, as we discuss in Section 5.
The derivation of the loop function by successive approximations is illustrated in Fig. 2; as we identify
more and more lower bounds of the loop function, the resulting join climbs in the lattice of reﬁne-
ment; if the join is maximal in the lattice, we obtain the function of the loop, if not we only obtain
an approximation thereof. To illustrate this algorithm, we apply it to the factorial example, where we
show the various forms of the loop from its source code form to its functional form.
• Source code, C++: C++ does not allow us to represent the fact that n and f are natural (rather
than integer) variables and that 1 k n+ 1. We assume that, nevertheless.
int n, f, k; while (k!=n+1) {f=f*k; k=k+1;}.
• Internal representation, CCA:
int n, f, k; while (k!=n+1) {n=n, f=f*k, k=k+1}.
We make the same assumptions as above.
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• Invariant Relations, MAT:
◦ Application of recognizer 2R2 to second and third statements yields
R1 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)!
}
.
◦ Application of recognizer 1R1 to ﬁrst statement yields
R2 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ n′ = n}.
◦ Application of recognizer 1R2 to third statement yields
R2 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ k k′}.
Generating Lower Bounds from the invariant relations, and taking the join, we ﬁnd the following
compound lower bound:
U =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)! ∧ n
′ = n∧ k k′ ∧ k′ = n′ + 1
}
.
• Loop Function or Approximation: Solving these equations in the primed variables yields, we ﬁnd
the following formula for the lower bound:
U =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ n′ = n∧ f ′ = f × n!
(k − 1)! ∧ k
′ = n+ 1
}
.
Because U is total and deterministic, it is the function of the loop. Hence, we ﬁnd
W =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ n′ = n∧ f ′ = f × n!
(k − 1)! ∧ k
′ = n+ 1
}
.
More substantive examples are discussed in Section 5.
4.2. Computing invariant assertions
The discussion of invariant relations necessarily raises the question of what is their relation to
invariant assertions (Hoare, 1969). The following proposition, due to Louhichi et al. (2011), begins to
answer this question.
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relation for w and P be a vector that represents possible initial conditions of the while loop. Then the vector
A = R̂ P represents an invariant assertion for w. Conversely, any invariant assertion A of the loop with respect
to a precondition P can be written as A = R̂ P for some invariant relation R.
Note that in this proposition we equate assertions with vectors, through the simple formula: A =
{(s, s′) | a(s)} where a is an assertion and A is the corresponding vector. As an illustration of this
proposition, we consider the factorial program, and we let P be the following vector, that represents
initial conditions of the loop:
P = {(s, s′) ∣∣ n = 16∧ f = 1∧ k = 1}.
We show how each invariant relation produces an invariant assertion, when it is combined with P .
A1 = R̂1P
=
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)
}
◦ {(s, s′) ∣∣ f = 1∧ k = 1∧ n = 16}
= {(s, s′) ∣∣ f = (k − 1)!},
A2 = R̂2P
= {(s, s′) ∣∣ n = n′} ◦ {(s, s′) ∣∣ f = 1∧ k = 1∧ n = 16}
= {(s, s′) ∣∣ n = 16},
A3 = R̂3P
= {(s, s′) ∣∣ k k′} ◦ {(s, s′) ∣∣ f = 1∧ k = 1∧ n = 1}
= {(s, s′) ∣∣ k 1}.
Note that this proposition provides a neat decomposition of invariant assertions into a component that
depends on the loop, namely R̂ and a component that depends on the context of the loop, namely P .
This structure amounts to decomposing the inductive argument of an invariant assertion into its basis
of induction (represented by P ) and its inductive step (represented by R̂). Interestingly, the inductive
step depends exclusively on the loop, and can be used verbatim for any basis of induction (i.e. any
precondition). Hence if we used the invariant relation R1 with a different precondition, say P ′ =
{(s, s′) | f = 6∧ k = 5∧ n = 10}, we can readily infer the resulting invariant assertion as
A′1 = R̂1P ′
=
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣∣ f
(k − 1)! =
f ′
(k′ − 1)
}
◦ {(s, s′) ∣∣ f = 6∧ k = 5∧ n = 16}
= {(s, s′) ∣∣ 24× f = 6× (k − 1)!}
= {(s, s′) ∣∣ 4× f = (k − 1)!}.
We do not need to start a new inductive analysis of the loop.
We automate the process of generating invariant assertions by modifying the process discussed in
the previous section about generating loop functions. Speciﬁcally, the mapping of C++ source code to
CCA code, and the generation of invariant relations (written in Mathematica syntax) from CCA code
proceeds in the same way as we discussed in the previous section. But in the third step, rather than
solving the resulting equations in the primed variables to compute the function of the loop, we have
Mathematica simplify the following logical formula:
∃s′: (s′, s) ∈ R ∧ p(s′),
where predicate p represents the precondition of the loop.
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In this section we explore means to scale up our approach, by discussing in turn how we deal with
non-trivial control structures, non-trivial data structures, user-deﬁned data structures, and programs
of non-trivial size.
5.1. Non-trivial control structures
One of the key ideas of our algorithm, and the basis of its stepwise analysis strategy, is that
we write the function of the loop body as an intersection (which is the CCA form) so that we can
derive invariant relations for the loop by looking at arbitrarily partial information (i.e. arbitrarily few
CCA statements) at a time. The trouble with this approach is that we do not usually get to choose
what form the function of the loop body takes: for example, if the loop body includes if-then-else
statements, then the outermost structure of its function is a union, not an intersection. We have two
approaches to this problem, which we discuss in turn.
5.1.1. Merging invariant relations
We consider a while loop whose loop body is written in the CCA notation as a set of conditional
concurrent assignments:
while
{(cond1) -> {a11, a12, a13, ..., a1k},
(cond2) -> {a21, a22, a23, ..., a2k},
(cond3) -> {a31, a32, a33, ..., a3k},
... ... ... ,
(condh) -> {ah1, ah2, ah3, ..., ahk}
}
The ﬁrst thing we need to acknowledge is that the conditions can be used to generate stronger in-
variant relations than we would generate by looking only at the concurrent assignment statements.
Consider for example the conditional concurrent assignment statements:
(x%2==0) -> {x=x/2, y=2*y}
where x and y are natural variables. Given that the division of x by 2 takes place for even values
of x, it produces no remainder, hence we can say that the product of x by y is preserved by these
conditional concurrent assignments; i.e. we could generate the invariant relation {(s, s′) | xy = x′ y′}.
Without the condition that x is even we cannot ensure the preservation of xy, as one can easily verify
with x = 5 and y = 2: before the concurrent assignments, xy = 10, whereas after the assignments,
x′ = 2 and y′ = 4, hence x′ y′ = 8.
Whereas the intersection structure allows us to generate invariant relations locally, by looking at
a few terms of the intersection at a time, the union structure does not allow such luxury: in order to
prove that a relation R is a superset of the union, we have to prove that it is a superset of each term
of the union, which precludes the stepwise approach that we have taken before. Hence we proceed
as follows:
• We deﬁne conditional recognizers, which include, in addition to the variable declarations and
statement templates, a condition under which the statements are applied. The corresponding in-
variant relation template is then generated according to the statements at hand, and the condition
under which the statements are applied. These recognizers are applied to statements of the same
branch, not to statements across branches.
• We consider that there is a match between a conditional recognizer and an actual code instance
if and only if the variable declarations and concurrent statements of the CCA code match the
variable declarations and statement template of the recognizer, and if the condition of the CCA
code logically implies the condition of the recognizer.
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ers, and end up with a reﬂexive transitive superset of each branch. Let’s call these relations
R1, R2, R3, . . . , Rh; the union of these relations is a superset of the loop body, and it is reﬂex-
ive, but it is not transitive (the union of transitive relations is not necessarily transitive). We
discuss below how to derive an invariant relation of the loop from relations R1, R2, R3, . . . , Rh .
We have devised a method for extracting an invariant relation from a set of relations R1, R2, R3,
. . . , Rh obtained by applying the conditional recognizers to the h branches of the loop body. We
discuss this method for two branches, then generalize its application to a larger number of branches.
Let the loop body be composed of two CCA branches, and let B1 and B2 be the functions of these
branches. Let R1 and R2 be derived from these two branches, respectively; by construction, we know
that R1 is a superset of B1 and R2 is a superset of B2; also, since they have been generated by
recognizers, relations R1 and R2 are the intersections of several reﬂexive and transitive relations,
which we write as
R1 = R11 ∩ R12 ∩ R13 ∩ · · · ∩ R1m,
R2 = R21 ∩ R22 ∩ R23 ∩ · · · ∩ R2n.
We consider the following derivation, which produces a reﬂexive transitive superset of T ∩ B:
T ∩ B
= {structure of (T ∩ B) as the union of two branches}
B1 ∪ B2
⊆ {by construction of R1 and R2, as discussed above}
R1 ∪ R2
= {idempotence}
(R1 ∪ R2) ∩ (R1 ∪ R2)
= {substitution}(
(R11 ∩ R12 ∩ R13 ∩ · · · ∩ R1m) ∪ R2
)
∩ (R1 ∪ (R21 ∩ R22 ∩ R23 ∩ · · · ∩ R2n))
= {distributivity}
(R11 ∪ R2) ∩ (R12 ∪ R2) ∩ (R13 ∪ R2) ∩ · · · ∩ (R1m ∪ R2)
∩ (R1 ∪ R21) ∩ (R1 ∪ R22) ∩ (R1 ∪ R23) ∩ · · · ∩ (R1 ∪ R2n)
= {assuming, e.g. R2 ⊆ R11, R2 ⊆ R12, R1 ⊆ R21, R1 ⊆ R22}
R11 ∩ R12 ∩ (R13 ∪ R2) ∩ · · · ∩ (R1m ∪ R2)
∩ R21 ∩ R22 ∩ (R1 ∪ R23) ∩ · · · ∩ (R1 ∪ R2n)
⊆ {an intersection grows larger as we delete terms thereof}
R11 ∩ R12 ∩ R21 ∩ R22.
Let R be deﬁned as R = R11 ∩ R12 ∩ R21 ∩ R22. According to the derivation above, R is a superset
of T ∩ B; on the other hand, R is the intersection of several relations that are generated by recog-
nizers, hence are by construction reﬂexive and transitive; the intersection of reﬂexive and transitive
relations is likewise reﬂexive and transitive. Hence R thus constructed is an invariant relation of the
loop.
We need to explain some steps above: after the distributivity step, we obtain the intersection of
several terms of the form (R1 ∪ R2 j) or (R2 ∪ R1 j); we review each one of these terms and check
whether the term of the union that represents a complete branch (R1 or R2) is a subset of the other
term (that represents a clause of the other branch); if it is, then the union can be simpliﬁed to
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R1 ⊆ R21, R1 ⊆ R22, and we simpliﬁed the unions accordingly (when one term of the union is a subset
of the other, the union equals the larger set). In the subsequent step, we simply delete all the terms
of the intersection that contain a union, because we cannot ensure that they are transitive. Once we
delete all the terms that have a union, we are left with the intersection of terms that are known to
be reﬂexive and transitive.
We have automated this step by writing a Mathematica program (Merge) that merges R1 and R2
into an invariant relation; this program does all the list processing involved, and checks automatically
(through its inference capability) for the inclusion relations. It produces a set of equations in s and s′ ,
that are then resolved in s′ . If we have more than two branches, the algorithm proceeds two by two:
for example, it handles three branches R1, R2, R3 by calling: Merge(Merge(R1, R2), R3). To illustrate
this algorithm, we consider a simple while loop on integer variables x and z and natural variable y:
while (y!=1) {if (y%2==0) {y=y/2; x=2*x;} else {y=y-1; z=z+x}}.
The CCA version of this loop is written as:
while
{ (y!=1 && y mod 2==0) -> {y=y/2, x=2*x, z=z},
(y!=1 && y mod 2!=0) -> {y=y-1, z=z+x, x=x}
}
The relations generated by the recognizers for the two branches are
R1 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ z = z′ ∧ xy = x′ y′ ∧ x× 2log2(y) = x′ × 2log2(y′)},
R2 =
{
(s, s′)
∣∣ x= x′ ∧ z + xy = z′ + x′ y′ ∧ ⌊ log2(y)⌋= ⌊ log2(y′)⌋}.
We let
• R11 = {(s, s′) | z = z′},
• R12 = {(s, s′) | xy = x′ y′},
• R13 = {(s, s′) | x× 2log2(y) = x′ × 2log2(y′)},
• R21 = {(s, s′) | x= x′},
• R22 = {(s, s′) | z + xy = z′ + x′ y′}, and
• R23 = {(s, s′) | log2(y) = log2(y)}.
We then write R1 ∪ R2 as
R1 ∪ R2
= {substitution, factorization}
(R1 ∪ R21) ∩ (R1 ∪ R22) ∩ (R1 ∪ R23)
(R11 ∪ R2) ∩ (R12 ∪ R2) ∩ (R13 ∪ R2)
= {because R1 ⊆ R22}
(R1 ∪ R21) ∩ (R22) ∩ (R1 ∪ R23)
(R11 ∪ R2) ∩ (R12 ∪ R2) ∩ (R13 ∪ R2)
= {because R2 ⊆ R13}
(R1 ∪ R21) ∩ (R22) ∩ (R1 ∪ R23)
(R11 ∪ R2) ∩ (R12 ∪ R2) ∩ (R13)
⊆ {deleting terms that contain a union}
R22 ∩ R13.
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{
int x, y, z, t, v, w;
while (x!=1)
{if (x%4==0) {x=x/4; y=y+2; t=t*4; v=pow(v,4);}
else if (x%2==0) {x=x/2; y=y+1; t=t*2; v=pow(v,2);}
else {x=x-1; z=z+t; w=w*v;}
}
Fig. 3. Non-trivial arithmetic, non-trivial control.
Whence we ﬁnd the following invariant relation:
R = R22 ∩ R13 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ z + xy = z′ + x′ y′ ∧ x× 2log2(y) = x′ × 2log2(y′)}.
From this invariant relation, we derive a lower bound for the loop function by taking the post restric-
tion to (y = 1), which yields
U = {(s, s′) ∣∣ z + xy = z′ + x′ y′ ∧ x× 2log2(y) = x′ × 2log2(y′) ∧ y′ = 1}.
We rewrite this relation in such a way as to highlight the expressions of primed variables:
U = {(s, s′) ∣∣ x′ = x× 2log2(y) ∧ y′ = 1∧ z′ = z + xy − x× 2log2(y)}.
Because this is a total deterministic relation, it is actually the function of the loop. Hence we write
W = {(s, s′) ∣∣ x′ = x× 2log2(y) ∧ y′ = 1∧ z′ = z + xy − x× 2log2(y)}.
We have tested this loop against an oracle formed from this function, varying each of the variables x,
y, z over a range of 100 values, for a total test size of a million; all the tests were successful.
As a second example, we consider a slightly more complex loop, with more complicated arithmetic,
and three branches: See Fig. 3. Using the conditional recognizers listed in Table 2, our tool produces
the following function for this loop.
W =
⎧⎨⎩(s, s′) ∣∣∣
x′ = 1∧ y′ = y + log2(x) ∧ t′ = t × 2log2(x)
∧ v ′ = v2log2(x) ∧ w ′ = w × vx−2(log2(x)
∧ z′ = z + tx− t × 2log2(x)
⎫⎬⎭ .
5.1.2. Composing invariant relations
One issue in the algorithm presented above concerns us: when we delete all the terms of the form
(Ri ∪ R jh) that do not simplify to R jh , we may be inadvertently deleting too much information, hence
making it impossible to subsequently compute the function of the loop (or as good an approximation
as we could). Interestingly, this has not happened to us so far: in all the examples we have worked
through so far, this algorithm was able to derive an invariant relation of the loop without loss of
information. But we are not prepared to assume that we should always be so lucky; in this section,
we consider an alternative venue, articulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. We consider a while loop of the form w: while t do b on space S that terminates for all
initial states, and we let B be the function of b;we assume that B can be written as the union of two terms, say
B = B1 ∪ B2 . If we let R1 be a reﬂexive transitive superset of B1 and R2 a reﬂexive transitive superset of B2R1
then R1R2 is an invariant relation for w.
As an illustration of this theorem, we consider the ﬁrst loop discussed in the previous section and
derive an invariant relation for it using the formula proposed therein.
while (y!=1) {if (y%2==0) {x=x/2; y=2*y ;} else {y=y-1; z=z+x;}}
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Conditional recognizers.
ID State space Condition Code pattern Invariant relation
1R3 int x; x mod 2=1 x=x-1 {(s, s′) | log2(x) = log2(x′)}
2R12 int x, y; x mod 2=0 x=x/2 {(s, s′) | y + log2(x) = y′ + log2(x′)}
y=y+1
2R13 int x, y; x mod 4=0 x=x/4 {(s, s′) | y + log2(x) = y′ + log2(x′)}
y=y+2
2R14 int x, y; x mod a=0 x=x/a {(s, s′) | x log2(y) = x′ log2(y′)}
y = ya
2R15 int x; int y; true x= xa {(s, s′) | b. loga(ln(x)) − y
const int a, b; y=y+b = b. loga(ln(x′)) − y′}
2R16 int x, y; true x=x+a {(s, s′) | y
b
x
a
= y′
b
x′
a
}
const int a, b; y=by
3R4 int x, y, z; true x=x-a {(s, s′) | z = z′
const int a, b; y=y+b*z ∧ ay + bxz = ay′ + bx′z′}
z=z
3R5 int x, y, z; true x=x-a {(s, s′) | z = z′
const int a; y=y*z ∧ a. log2(y) + x log2(z)
z=z = a. log2(y′) + x′ log2(z′)}
We ﬁnd that the function of the loop body can be written as the union of two terms,
B1 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ y = 1∧ y mod 2= 0∧ x′ = x/2∧ y′ = 2× y ∧ z′ = z},
B2 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ y = 1∧ y mod 2 = 0∧ x′ = x∧ y′ = y − 1∧ z′ = z + x}.
We apply Theorem 5 to this loop, whose ﬁrst step involves ﬁnding a reﬂexive transitive superset
of B1. Using the conditional recognizers listed in Table 2, we ﬁnd the following relation that is a
reﬂexive transitive superset of B1:
R1 =
{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ z = z′ ∧ xy = x′ y′ ∧ x× 2Log2 y = x′ × 2Log2 y′}.
According to Theorem 5, we must now ﬁnd a relation R2 that is a reﬂexive transitive superset
of B2R1; to this effect, we compute B2R1.
B2R1
= {substitutions}{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ y = 1∧ y mod 2 = 0∧ x′ = x∧ y′ = y − 1∧ z′ = z + x}
◦ {(s, s′) ∣∣ z = z′ ∧ xy = x′ y′ ∧ x× 2log2 y = x′ × 2log2 y′}
⊆ {we apply conditional recognizers to B2, which yields}{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ ⌊ log2(y)⌋= ⌊ log2(y′)⌋∧ x′ = x∧ z + xy = z′ + x′ y′ ∧ y  y′}
◦ {(s, s′) ∣∣ z = z′ ∧ xy = x′ y′ ∧ x× 2log2 y = x′ × 2log2 y′}
= {deﬁnition of relational product}{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ ∃s′′: ⌊ log2(y)⌋= ⌊ log2(y′′)⌋∧ x′′ = x∧ z + xy = z′′ + x′′ y′′ ∧ y  y′′
∧ z′′ = z′ ∧ x′′ y′′ = x′ y′ ∧ x′′ × 2log2 y′′ = x′ × 2log2 y′}
= {logical inference}
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s, s′
) ∣∣ z + xy = z′ + x′ y′ ∧ x× 2log2 y = x′ × 2log2 y′
∧ ∃s′′: ⌊ log2(y)⌋= ⌊ log2(y′′)⌋∧ x′′ = x∧ z + xy = z′′ + x′′ y′′ ∧ y  y′′
∧ z′′ = z′ ∧ x′′ y′′ = x′ y′ ∧ x′′ × 2log2 y′′ = x′ × 2log2 y′}
⊆ {simpliﬁcation}{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ z + xy = z′ + x′ y′ ∧ x× 2log2 y = x′ × 2log2 y′}.
Interestingly, we ﬁnd the same invariant relation as before; as we recall, this invariant relation will
yield the function of the while loop once we post restrict it to (y = 1).
5.2. Non-trivial data structures
Whereas in the previous subsection we discussed how we deal with non-trivial control structures,
in this subsection we discuss how we deal with non-trivial data structures. We submit the claim
that there is no intrinsic limitation in terms of what data structures we can handle: we can, in the-
ory, handle any data structure, provided we deploy the right combination of recognizers (to enable
the cca2mat phase) and the appropriate axiomatization of the data structure (to enable the mat2nb
phase). We illustrate this claim by the following example, dealing with simple list structures. We re-
view in turn: the source code, in .cpp format; then the CCA code, in .cca format; then the list of
relevant recognizers, that enable us to generate invariant relations for this code; then the Mathe-
matica equations, that represent the lower bounds of the loop function, in .mat format; then the list
axiomatization, that is needed to derive the function of the loop; then the function of the loop.
Source code, C++:
#include<iostream> #include <list> using namespace std;
int main () { list<int> l, m; int x, i;
while (!l.empty()) {m.push_front(l.front()); x=x+l.front();
l.pop_front(); i=i+1;}}
CCA representation (where “ . ” represents list concatenation):
list l, m; int i, x;
while (!empty(l)) {m=head(l).m, x=head(l)+x, i=i+1, l=tail(l)}
Table 3 shows the recognizers that are used to analyze this loop:
Deployment of these recognizers on the CCA loop above yields the following Mathematica equations:
i<=iP && i+size[l]==iP+size[lP] &&
x+summation[l]==xP+summation[lP] &&
concat[rev[l],m]==concat[rev[lP],mP] &&
size[l]+size[m]==size[lP]+size[mP] &&
empty(lP) &&
(exists [{iPP,lPP,mPP,xPP}, !empty(lPP) && mP==concat[head[lPP],mPP] &&
xP==head(lPP)+xPP && iP==1+iPP && lP==tail(lPP)])
In order to solve these equations in the primed variables (i P , lP , mP , xP ), we need to deploy the
following axioms pertaining to lists:
• empty(l) ⇒ rev(l) = l,
• empty(l) ⇒ Σ(l) = 0,
• empty(l) ⇔ concat(l,m) = concat(m, l) =m,
• empty(l) ⇔ size(l) = 0.
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List recognizers.
State space Condition Code pattern Invariant relation
int x true x=x+1 {(s, s′) | x x′}
list l; !empty(l) l=tail(l), {(s, s′) | i + size(l) = i′ + size(l′)}
int i i=i+1
anytype l; l ∈ dom( f ) l=f(l), {(s, s′) | f i′ (l) = f i(l′)}
int i; i=i+1
function f
list l; !empty(l) l=tail(l), {(s, s′) | i + Σ(l) = i′ + Σ(l′)}
int i i=i+head(l)
list l; !empty(l) l=tail(l), {(s, s′) | concat(rev(l),m)
list m m=head(l).m = concat(rev(l′),m′)}
list l; !empty(l) l=tail(l), {(s, s′) | size(l) + size(m)
list m m=head(l).m = size(l′) + size(m′)}
Using this axiomatization, we solve the Mathematica equations presented above to ﬁnd the function
of the while loop (where 〈 〉 represents the empty list):
W =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
⎛⎜⎝
i
l
m
x
,
i′
l′
m′
x′
⎞⎟⎠ ∣∣∣
i  i′ ∧ l′ = 〈 〉 ∧ i′ = i + size(l)
∧ x′ = x+ Σ(l)
∧m′ = concat(rev(l),m)
∧ size(m′) = size(l) + size(m)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ .
5.3. User-deﬁned data structures: Reverse modeling
In the previous section, we discussed how we can handle standard non-trivial data structures,
such as lists, queues, stacks, trees, etc. We have used the illustrative example of lists to see how we
handle such data structures by generating the required recognizers to support the cca2mat transfor-
mation, and by generating the required axioms to support the mat2nb transformation. In this section,
we brieﬂy discuss how we propose to handle user-deﬁned data structures; we are not proposing a
solution as much as we are characterizing/pinning down the problem. As we see it, two issues arise
when we deal with user-deﬁned data structures:
• If the data structure is user-deﬁned, then so must be the associated recognizer set and axiom set;
hence a user must convey this information to the system in order for the system to perform an
adequate analysis.
• The same data structure may have more than one interpretation, hence may need more than one
combination of recognizer set/axiom set; this also means that the user must communicate to the
system which interpretation she/he wishes the system to use.
We illustrate these issues by the following example, given in Fig. 4. We consider the following C++
program that operates on some user deﬁned data structure, called itemtype, and some aggregate
data structure, which is a list of such itemtypes; it is on purpose that we make the code cryptic, for
reasons that we elucidate below.
We use this example to illustrate the premise that computing the function of a loop is a domain-
dependent task, in the following sense: computing the function of any program, written in some
programming language (say, C++), consists in mapping the program from a domain-neutral repre-
sentation (the code source) to a domain-speciﬁc representation, which expresses the function of the
program in terms that are meaningful in the application domain, and that refer to domain concepts,
domain abstractions, and domain axiomatizations, more generally to domain knowledge. As long as
we were computing the function of numeric programs, this dichotomy between the programming
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#include <list>
using namespace std;
typedef struct
{int x; float y;}
itemtype;
int main ()
{list<itemtype> l1; list<itemtype> l2 ; list<itemtype> l3;
l3.clear();
while (!l1.empty() && !l2.empty())
{if(l1.front().x>l2.front().x)
{l3.push_back(l1.front());l1.pop_front();}
else
{if (l2.front().x>l1.front().x)
{l3.push_back(l2.front()); l2.pop_front();}
else
{itemtype val;
val.y = l1.front().y + l2.front().y;
val.x = l1.front().x; l3.push_back(val);
l1.pop_front(); l2.pop_front();}}
}
while (!l1.empty())
{l3.push_back(l1.front()); l1.pop_front();}
while (!l2.empty())
{l3.push_back(l2.front()); l2.pop_front();}
}
Fig. 4. A cryptic program.
notation and the domain notation was not warranted, because numeric types are a native data type
of the programming languages. But for user deﬁned data types, the program must be interpreted in
domain-speciﬁc terms before its function can be computed. Consider for example that the program
written above can be interpreted in three different ways, depending on how we interpret the user
deﬁned data type called itemtype.
• Student Records. The data structure itemtype represents student records, where x represents the
student’s ID and y represents the student’s grade point average. Then lists l1 and l2 represent
two class transcripts, and the program places in l3 the combined student transcripts.
• Merchandise Descriptor. The data structure itemtype represents merchandise, where x represents
the article’s ID and y represents the article’s available quantity (we assume that some merchan-
dise may be tallied in volume or in quantity, rather in number of articles). Then lists l1 and
l2 represent the stock of two warehouses, and the program places in l3 the combined available
stock.
• Monomial. The data structure itemtype represents a monomial, where x is the exponent and y
is the coeﬃcient of the monomial. Then l1 and l2 represent two polynomials and the program
computes the sum of l1 and l2 into l3.
• Tuple. The data structure itemtype represents a pair (x, y) of a function from integers to reals, and
the program computes in l3 the deterministic union of l1 and l2 (where the deterministic union
of two functions takes the value of each function outside the domain of the other function, and
takes the sum of their values in the intersection of their domains).
In order for an automated tool to begin analyzing this program and deriving its function, it must ﬁrst
determine (with the help of the user) which interpretation to use, out of these four, and possibly
others. Once an interpretation is chosen, we must:
• Map the program data structures onto the selected data types.
• To enable the cpp2cca phase: Reinterpret the program in terms of the selected data type, using
domain-speciﬁc notations, concepts, and assumptions.
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#include <list>
using namespace std;
typedef struct
{int exponent; float coefficient;}
monomial;
typedef list<monomial> polynomial;
int main ()
{polynomial l1; polynomial l2 ; polynomial l3;
l3.clear();
while (!l1.empty() && !l2.empty())
{if (degree(l1)>degree(l2))
{addmonomial(l3,top(l1)); l1=tail(l1);}
else
{if (degree(l2)>degree(l1))
{addmonomial(l3,top(l2)); l2=tail(l2);}
else
{monomial val;
val.coefficient = top(l1).coefficient + top(l2).coefficient;
val.exponent = top(l1).coefficient;
addmonomial(l3,val);
l1=tail(l1); l2=tail(l2);}}
}
while (!l1.empty())
{addmonomial(l3,top(l1)); l1=tail(l1);}
while (!l2.empty())
{addmonomial(l3,top(l2)); l2=tail(l2);}
}
Fig. 5. Decrypted program: Polynomial addition.
• To enable the cca2mat phase: Deploy domain speciﬁc recognizers, that recognize domain-speciﬁc
notations and reﬂect domain abstractions and laws.
• To enable the mat2nb phase: Upload all the axiomatizations pertaining to the selected data type,
to be used for subsequent analysis and transformations.
We refer to this phase as reverse modeling, because it maps data structures to data types, thereby
reversing the modeling phase of software design, which maps domain-speciﬁc data types to data
structures. We envision this phase as taking place early in the stepwise derivation of program func-
tions, whereby the ﬁrst step is cpp2dom, where the DOM notation is a representation of the program
in terms of the selected domain. This step is followed by dom2cca, that maps the code into CCA
notation, and the stepwise transformation proceeds as discussed in Section 4, only with a domain-
speciﬁc notation (involving domain-speciﬁc data types, and associated operations, axiomatizations,
abstractions, notations, etc.) rather than programming notations (involving native data structures and
native operations). As an illustration of the cpp2dom transformation, we consider again the cryptic
program given above, and we reinterpret it on the basis that itemtype represents monomials and
list<itemtype> represents polynomials. Also, we introduce the following notations:
• The degree of a polynomial is the highest exponent of the polynomial.
• The top of a polynomial is the monomial of highest exponent.
• The tail of a polynomial is the polynomial we obtain by deleting the top monomial of the poly-
nomial.
• Function addmonomial appends a monomial of lower exponent to a polynomial whose monomials
all have higher exponents.
The resulting program is given in Fig. 5. Subsequent steps involve mapping this program to CCA format
by eliminating sequential dependencies, then generating invariant relations by means of polynomial-
speciﬁc recognizers, then solving the equations that result from the invariant relations by a combi-
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currently exploring the automation of these steps for selected application domains.
5.4. Programs of non-trivial size
Whereas in the previous section we have considered complex programs, in this section we consider
large programs. Two obvious issues arise when we are dealing with large programs:
• First, the combinatorial explosion that results from trying to match p (p = 1,2,3) statements of
the loop body out of N statements, against K recognizers, trying in turn all permutations of the
statements. The number of operations required for this task is bound by O ( N!
(N−p)! × K × p!). For
small values of p (currently 3), p! is a small constant, and the expression above is linear in K ;
hence the factor that we must focus on is N!
(N−p)! . A simple observation enables us to scale that
factor down from Np to N: We observe that recognizers reﬂect the property that the statements
they involve are executed an equal number of times; for example, a recognizer that links state-
ments st1 and st2 is merely saying that these two statements are executed the same number of
times. We let G be the graph whose nodes are the CCA statements of the loop body, and we let
there be an arc between two nodes of this graph if and only if we have matched a recognizer
against the statements representing these nodes. Because the relation “being executed the same
number of times” is transitive, it is not necessary to build a complete graph on the nodes rep-
resenting CCA statements (by matching all the pairs of statements or triplets of statements by a
recognizer); rather, it is suﬃcient to build a connected graph on this set of nodes. For a set of N
nodes, N − 1 arcs are suﬃcient to make the graph connected.
Hence, as we try to match combinations of CCA statements against recognizers, we maintain a
graph G that represents direct connections between statements and a graph G∗ that represents
transitive links between statements. We use these graphs as follows: whenever a match between
a 2-recognizer and two statements, say i and j, is successful, we place 1 in G(i, j) and G( j, i);
also, whenever a match between a 3-recognizer and three statements, say i, j, and k is successful,
we place 1 in G(i, j), G( j,k), G( j, i), and G(k, j). Also, after each successful match, we update G∗
as the transitive closure of G , and we terminate the matching operation as soon as G∗ is full. On
the other hand, if G∗ is not full, we only try to match those pairs of statements that are not fully
connected in G∗ . This simple device reduces the computing time of our algorithm for generating
invariant relations, and makes it easier and faster for Mathematica to solve the equations we
generate, since we generate signiﬁcantly fewer equations.
• Second, when we exhaust all our available recognizers and still cannot ﬁll graph G∗ , we con-
clude that it is because we are missing recognizers for the loop at hand. In that case, our tool
uses matrix G∗ to offer suggestions for the statements that ought to be linked by recognizers.
Whenever G∗ has a zero in some entry, say G∗(i, j), the system proposes the pair of statements
(i, j) as a candidate for a 2-recognizer; also, whenever G∗ has two zeros in the same row or the
same column, say G∗(i, j) and G∗(i,k), then the system proposes the triplet (i, j,k) as a possible
candidate for a 3-recognizer. Note that the system may propose a large number of candidates
for recognizers; it does not mean that we have to generate one recognizer for each; the minimal
number of required recognizers is determined by the number of connected components in G∗:
if this graph has 3 connected components then one 3-recognizer or two 2-recognizers may be
enough to make it connected.
To illustrate the ability of our system to handle loops of non-trivial size, we consider the C++
program given in Fig. 6; this program has 5 integer constants, 9 integer variables, 18 real scalar
variables, two real arrays, and two lists; the loop body of this program has 35 assignment statements;
we let Fact() be deﬁned as the factorial function, and let pow be deﬁned as the power function.
Table 4 represents the recognizers that were used to analyze this program. We present the function
of this loop in Fig. 8 and an invariant assertion of this loop in Fig. 7, where sl2 represents the size of
list l2, and Γ is Euler’s Gamma function, deﬁned as follows:
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#include <list>
#include<math.h>
using namespace std;
int Fact (int z);
int main()
{
const int ca; const int cb; const int cd; const int ce; const int cN;
int i, j, k, h, y, m, n, q, w;
float ma, st, ut, x1, x2, t, p, n, g, r, s, u, v, z, ta, ka, la, uv;
list <int> l1; list <int> l2;
float aa[]; float ab[];
while (l2.size()!=0)
{ r=pow(i,5)+r; s=s+2*u; k=ca*h+k; la=pow(x1,j)/Fact(j) + la;
l1.push_back(l2.front()); h=h+j; m=m+1; j=j+i; g=g-15*cd;
q=1+2*i+q; ma=ka-ma; y=y+i; n=n-i; i=i+1; st=st+aa[i]; x2=x2-8;
j= j-i; w=4*w; ut=ut+ab[j]; n=n+y; ma=(cd+1)*ka - ma; ka=ka-1;
ta=pow(ta,3); x2=2+x2/4; y=3+y-i; z=8*t+z; t=t+2*j; ka=3+3*ka;
w=cd+w/2; p=2*pow(p,3); m=2*m-2; n=2+(n-y)/2; s=(cb-2)*u+s;
h=h-1+cb-j; g=3*cd+g/5; v=pow(v,4); u=ca+u; uv=pow(uv,5);
t= 4*t-8*j; l2.pop_front();
}
}
Fig. 6. A large program.
Γ [z] =
∞∫
0
tz−1e−t dt,
Γ [a, z] =
∞∫
z
ta−1e−t dt.
Recognizers 2R9 and 2R10 are due to a benchmark of Aligator’s Demo (Group, 2010). Recognizer 3R3
is generated using Taylor series of the exponential function; we initially write the invariant relation
corresponding to the code pattern of 3R3 as
y +
i∑
k=1
xk
k! = y
′ +
i′∑
k=1
x′k
k! ,
which we rewrite as
y +
∞∑
k=1
xk
k! −
∞∑
k=i+1
xk
k! = y
′ +
i′∑
k=1
x′k
k! ,
then we replace the term
∑∞
k=i+1 x
k
k! by its Taylor formula; so, while the invariant relation of recog-
nizer 3R3 does not appear to be, it is actually reﬂexive and transitive (as well as symmetric). This
explains where the exponential function and the Gamma function come from in the function of this
loop.
5.5. Observations of versatility
In order to illustrate the versatility and effectiveness of our tool and our approach, we present in
this section a sample of small loops taken from an Aligator Benchmark, and show some operational
details about how our tool analyzes these loops. The results of our experiment are shown in Table 5,
in which we show, in turn: the source code, in C++; the number of 1-recognizers, 2-recognizers and
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Sample recognizers.
ID State space Code pattern Invariant relation
1R1 int x; x=x+1 {(s, s′) | x x′}
1R2 int x; x=x-1 {(s, s′) | x x′}
2R1 int x, y; x=x+a {(s, s′) | ay − bx= ay′ − bx′}
const int a, b; y=y+b
2R2 int x, y; x=x+a {(s, s′) | y
b
x
a
= y′
b
x′
a
}
const int a, b; y=by
2R3 int x, y; x=ax+b {(s, s′) | (1−a)x−b
a
y
c
= (1−a)x′−b
a
y′
c
}
const int a, b, c; y=y+c
2R4 int x, y; x=x+a {(s, s′) | y − bx(x−a)2a = y′ − bx
′(x′−a)
2a }
const int a, b; y=y+bx
2R5 int x; real y; x= xa {(s, s′) | y + loga(x) = y′ + loga(x′)}
const int a; y=y+1
2R6 real x; int y; x=bxa {(s, s′) | (1−a) logb(x)−1
a
y
c
= (1−a) logb(x′)−1
a
y′
c
}
const int a, b, c; y=y+c
2R7 real x; int y; x = xa {(s, s′) | b. loga(ln(x)) − y = b. loga(ln(x′)) − y′}
const int a, b; y=y+b
2R8 real x, y; x=2x {(s, s′) | x(y − 2) = x′(y′ − 2)}
y= y2 + b
2R9 int x, y; x=x+2y+1 {(s, s′) | x− y2 = x′ − y′2}
y=y+1
2R10 int x, y; x=x+ y5 {(s, s′) | 12x− 2y6 + 6y5 − 5y4 + y2
y=y+1 = 12x′ − 2y′6 + 6y′5 − 5y′4 + y′2}
2R11 int x, y; x=ax {(s, s′) | y + bx1−a = y′ + bx
′
1−a }
y=bx+y
3R1 int x, i; i=i-1 {(s, s′) | a′ = a
int a[N]; x=x+a[i-1] ∧ x+∑i−1k=1 a[k] = x′ +∑i′−1k=1 a′[k]}
a=a
3R2 int x, i; i=i+1 {(s, s′) | a′ = a
int a[N] x=x+a[i+1] ∧ x+∑Nk=i+1 a[k] = x′ +∑Nk=i′+1 a′[k]}
a=a
3R3 real x, y; x = xii! {(s, s′) | x′ = x
int i; i=i-1 ∧ y + Exp[x] − 1−∑∞k=i+1 xkk! = y′ +∑i′k=1 xkk! }
x=x
φ(log3(ka)) = φ(log3(10)) ∧ x1= 2∧ i = 1∧ cd×ka2 −ma = 14∧ ka = 109 × 3
y
3
∧ ka = 10× 3 uca ∧ 4 y3 = 16× t ∧ cd+w
2
y
3
= 74 ∧ 2
y
3 = 2×m∧ 8×t3 − z = 83
∧ s − u×cb×(u−ca)2×ca = 6∧ 3× j − i × y = 2394∧ 3× h + y(i + 1− cb) = 9
∧ y(2i + 1) − 3q = 9∧ ca× r − ia × u = 4
Fig. 7. Invariant assertion generated by our approach.
3-recognizers invoked in the analysis of the loop; the CPU time required by the cca2mat step, and
the mat2nb step; the resulting function (where φ represents the fractional part of a non-negative real
number).
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(
s′s
) ∣∣∣
u′ = u + ca sl2∧ aa′ = aa∧ ab′ = ab ∧ st′ = st +∑i+sl2ai=i+1 aa[ai]
∧ ut′ = ut +∑ j−1ai= j−sl2 ab[ai] ∧ l1′ = Concat[l1, l2] ∧ l2= ()
∧ size(l1′) = size(l1) + sl2∧ size(l2′) = 0∧ x1′ = x1
∧ ta′ = ta3sl2 ∧ la′ = laΓ ( j+1)Γ (2+ j−sl2)+ex1Γ (2+ j−sl2)Γ (1+ j,x1)
Γ (1+ j)Γ (2+ j−sl2)
+ −ex1Γ (1+ j)Γ (1+ j−sl2,x)−ex1 jΓ (1+ j)Γ (1+ j−sl2,x1)+ex1Γ (1+ j)Γ (1+ j−sl2,x1)sl2
Γ (1+ j)Γ (2+ j−sl2)
∧ma′ =ma+ cd× ka× 3sl2−12 ∧ i′ = i + sl2∧ j′ = j − sl2
∧ ka′ = ka× 3sl2 ∧ h′ = h − cb sl2∧ k′ = k + 2cah sl2+ca cb sl22−ca cb sl22
∧ x2′ = x24−sl2 ∧ y′ = y + 2sl2∧ t′ = t4sl2 ∧ w ′ = w2sl2 + cd(2sl2 − 1)
∧ (p′ = 2 3sl2−12 p3sl2 ∨ sl2= 0∧ p′ = p) ∧ (m′ =m2sl2 ∨m = 0∧m′ = 0)
∧ (n′ = 2−sl2(n− 2+ 21+sl2) ∧ n = 2∨ n = 2∧ n′ = 2)
∧ q′ = q + 2 i sl2+ sl22 ∧ s′ = 12 (2s − ca cb sl2+ 2cb u sl2+ ca cb sl22)
∧ r′ = 12r−2 i sl2+20 i3sl2−3−i4sl2+12 i5sl2−12sl22+30 i2sl22−60i3sl22+30 i4sl2212
+ 20isl23−60i2sl23+40 i3sl23+5sl24−30 i sl24+30i2sl24−6sl25+12 i sl25+2sl2612
∧ g′ = g5−sl2 ∧ v ′ = v4sl2 ∧ z′ = z + 8t3 (22sl2 − 1) ∧ uv ′ = uv5
sl2
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
Fig. 8. Loop function.
5.6. Observations of scalability
In the foregoing discussion, we have explored how our approach deals with programs of non-
trivial size, non-trivial control structures, non-trivial data structures, non-trivial computations, and
with user-deﬁned data types. In each instance, we seem to solve the problem by magically pulling
the right combination of recognizers to see us through. This raises the question whether each new
loop we encounter requires a new set of recognizers, or whether a reasonably sized (not too large)
database of recognizers can help us analyze a reasonably sized (suﬃciently large) application domain.
It has always been our assumption, of course, that given an application domain, we can model it by
means of a reasonably small database of recognizers, in such a way that any loop within that domain
can be adequately analyzed; clearly, our approach is viable only to the extent that this assumption is
borne out.
To test our hypothesis, we have conducted an experiment and applied our tool on the benchmark
suite of the Aligator tool (Group, 2010). At the time of the experiment, our database has a total of 89
recognizers, divided into 16 1-recognizers, 51 2-recognizers, and 22 3-recognizers. It is noteworthy
that this database includes many (pseudo) duplicates, due to the syntactic nature of our current pat-
tern matching process: currently, the CCA code is syntactically matched against recognizer patterns
token by token, which leads to massive ineﬃciencies, in terms of database size, and pattern matching
time. Consider for example the simple 2-recognizer that maps the pattern of CCA code {const a,
b; var x, y; x=x+a, y=y+b} into the invariant relation:{(
s, s′
) ∣∣ ay − bx= ay′ − bx′}.
If we were doing semantic matching, a single recognizer would suﬃce to cover all the following
combinations of CCA statements:
• {const a, b; var x, y; x=x+a, y=y+b},
• {const a, b; var x, y; x=x-a, y=y+b},
• {const a, b; var x, y; x=x-a, y=y-b},
• {const a; var x, y, b; x=x+a, y=y+b, b=b},
• {var x, y, a, b; x=x+a, y=y+b, a=a, b=b},
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Benchmark performance.
Source code Nber of recognizers CPU time (ms) Function W
int x, y; (1,1,0) (16,32) {(s, s′) | x 200∧ s′ = s}
while (x<200) ∪
{x=2*x; {(s, s′) | 0 < x < 200∧ φ(log2(x)) < log2(25) − 4
y=1/2*y+1;} ∧ x′ = 28+φ(log2(x)) ∧ y′ = xy+2x′−2xx′ }∪
{(s, s′) | 0 < x < 200∧ φ(log2(x)) log2(25) − 4
∧ x′ = 27+φ(log2(x)) ∧ y′ = xy+2x′−2xx′ }
int a, b (1,1,0) (15,31) {(s, s′) | b > 9∧ s′ = s}
while (b<=9) ∪
{a=a+2*b+1; {(s, s′) | b 9∧ a′ = 100+ a− b2 ∧ b′ = 10}
b=b+1;}
int a, b, c (1,2,0) (31,46) {(s, s′) | a > 10∧ s′ = s}
while (a<10) ∪
{a=a+1; {(s, s′) | a 10∧ a′ = 10∧ c′ = 20− 2× a+ c
b=b+c; b′ = 90− 19× a+ a2 + b + c × (10− a)}
c=c+2}
int a, b, c, t (1,3,0) (62,62) {(s, s′) | a > 10∧ s′ = s}
while (a<10) ∪
{a=a+1; b=b+c; {(s, s′) | a 10∧ a′ = 10∧ c′ = 20− 2× a+ c
c=c+2; b′ = 90− 19× a+ a2 + b + c × (10− a)
t=t+2*a+1} ∧ t′ = 120− 2a− a2 + t}
const int y; (1,1,0) (46,32) {(s, s′) | quo > 24∧ s′ = s}
int rem, quo; ∪
while (a24) {(s, s′) | quo 24∧ quo′ = 25
{rem=rem-y; ∧ rem′ = rem− 25y + quo× y}
quo=quo+1}
int r, y; (1,1,0) (16,16) {(s, s′) | r 100∧ s′ = s}
while (r100) ∪
{y=y-r; r=r+1} {(s, s′) | r < 100∧ r′ = 100∧ y′ = y + r2−r−99002 }
etc., . . . whereas with syntactic matching nearly each case requires a separate recognizer. Once we
move to semantic matching (which we discuss in the conclusion), we expect to achieve much higher
performance for a given recognizer database.
We consider the performance of our tool and our approach on the Aligator benchmark (Group,
2010). In order to have a basis for assessing the performance of our tool, we compare it with that
of alternative tools, including Aligator (Kovacs and Voronkov, 2009b, 2009a; Henzinger et al., 2008),
LoopFrog (Kroening et al., 2010), and Daikon (Ernst et al., 2007). For each loop in Aligator’s sample,
we record the following information:
• The set of invariant assertions generated by our tool (which we call FX), using Proposition 3.
• The number of clauses generated by FX that were not generated by Aligator, LoopFrog, and
Daikon.
• The number of clauses that were generated by Aligator, LoopFrog and Daikon, that were not
generated by FX.
The detailed results are posted online at http://web.njit.edu/˜ mili/fxbenchmark.pdf.
A summary of these results is given in Table 6:
We readily acknowledge the imperfection of this metric: not all clauses are created equal, and a
method may generate an important, informative clause but miss an insigniﬁcant clause. With this
massive qualiﬁcation in mind, we submit that on the face of it, FX appears to generate more clauses
than it misses.
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Hits and misses.
Clauses generated by FX Aligator LoopFrog Daikon
but missed by:
76 40 63 41
Clauses missed by FX Aligator LoopFrog Daikon
but generated by:
15 6 15
Table 7
Usage frequency distribution.
Recognizer ID Number of Prorated to Recognizer ID Number of Prorated to
invokations benchmark size invokations benchmark size
1R11 32 103.23 1R1 27 87.10
1R9 26 83.87 1R16 14 45.16
1R2 9 29.03 2R1, 2R2 8 25.81
1R3, 2R44 7 22.58 2R47 6 19.35
1R8, 2R5, 4 12.90 2R46, 2R48 3 9.68
2R18, 2R19
2R3, 2R11, 2 6.45 all others 1 3.23
2R45, 2R49
Table 8
Comparative CPU performance.
Tool CPU performance (ms)
Aligator 316
LoopFrog 427
FX 46
+4507
+672
In addition to the information we have recorded about the performance of the candidate tools on
the selected benchmark, we have also recorded information about the rate of usage of our recognizers
on the various loops. These results are posted in the table below. As we can see, many recognizers are
invoked extensively: Out of the 36 recognizers that were invoked in this experiment, 4 were invoked
more than 10 times (one more often than there are programs), 7 were invoked more than 5 times,
10 were invoked between 2 and 4 times, and 15 were invoked only once; see Table 7. With semantic
matching, we expect that many of these recognizers will be merged, making this distribution all the
more compact (fewer recognizers invoked more often).
Finally, we also collected the following information about the experiment:
• The CPU execution time of Aligator and LoopFrog.
• The CPU time of FX, divided into three terms: the generation of invariant relations (i.e.
ccp2cca + cca2mat); the generation of the invariant assertion from the invariant relation (mat2nb);
when applicable, the CPU time required to perform the merge function (to generate an invariant
relation from the union of reﬂexive transitive relations).
This data is summarized in Table 8.
In Section 5.4 we have discussed how, in order to minimize the number of invariant relations
that are generated by our cca2mat step, we ﬁlter out redundant invariant relations, i.e. invariant
relations that are supersets of the (intersection of) previously generated invariant relations. Because
the purpose of this experiment is not to compute the invariant relations per se, but rather to show
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the CPU times shown above are those registered by our tool when all relevant invariant relations are
generated, regardless of whether they are redundant. If we were ﬁltering out redundant relations,
the CPU performance would be the following triplet: (46 ms, 3975 ms, 365 ms). It appears that
by ﬁltering out redundant invariant relations we have saved on the CPU performance of the merge
function (fewer relations to merge), and on solving the Mathematica equations (fewer equations to
consider), but we did not save any CPU time on the cca2mat step: Whatever time we saved for
generating fewer relations was spent identifying which are redundant and which are not.
6. Concluding remarks
6.1. Summary
In this paper we have presented the concept of invariant relations, and shown how this concept
can help us analyze the functional properties of while loops in a deterministic C-like language. In
particular we have shown how we can use invariant relations to derive or approximate the function
of a while loop, and discussed the issue of scaling up by considering how to deal with complex control
structures, complex data structures, user-deﬁned data structures, and large size programs. A key pillar
of our approach is the artifact of recognizer, which generates invariant relations by matching source
code conﬁgurations against pre-catalogued code patterns for which we know an invariant relation. In
our approach, recognizers are the artifact that we use to codify programming knowledge and domain
knowledge, without which no analysis of source code is possible. The scope of application of our
approach depends critically, for better or for worst, on the contents of our database of recognizers.
To deploy our approach in a particular domain, we need to enter domain-speciﬁc recognizers, that
capture domain knowledge in the form of domain abstractions, domain concepts, domain axioms,
etc.; in addition to a core set of domain independent recognizers that capture general programming
language attributes.
It is noteworthy that the effectiveness of our approach does not increase linearly with the size
of our recognizer database, but combinatorically: each new recognizer can be combined with all the
existing recognizers to support an ever increasing range of code conﬁgurations. Also, because our
approach proceeds by pattern matching, it can deal equally easily with any application domain, pro-
vided we store the relevant recognizers, and incorporate the necessary domain knowledge to make
inferences.
6.2. Prospects
6.2.1. Theoretical research
We are exploring two research directions to expand the theoretical foundations of our current
work:
• Reﬁning the Characterization of Termination Conditions. The necessary condition of termination pro-
vided by Proposition 1 is useful in practice only to the extent that we can check its suﬃciency; as
we uncover more and more invariant relations of the loop, we can compute smaller and smaller
upper bounds of W L, but we also need to know when the resulting upper bound equals W L. We
are currently exploring simple criteria to ensure that the necessary conditions are suﬃcient.
• Dealing with Advanced Programming Constructs. Realistic programs are not always as neat as the
sample programs we have analyzed in this paper; for the sake of completeness, we need to
expand our theoretical foundation to cover special programming constructs and data structures.
In particular, we are considering to develop a relational form of separation logic to model dynamic
memory allocation and pointer semantics (Berdine et al., 2005; Maclean et al., 2010).
6.2.2. Practical research
In keeping with the agenda of the Veriﬁed Software Initiative, we are targeting our practical re-
search towards the following two goals:
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relations by matching CCA code against prestored code patterns, and generating corresponding
invariant relations by instantiating associated invariant relation patterns. For reasons that we
have discussed throughout the paper, this approach, while it is suﬃcient as a proof of concept,
is very inadequate for use on realistic programs. We envision to use our experience with the
prototype to develop a tool based on semantic match, and to revamp the recognizer database
accordingly.
Also, we envision to integrate in the same tool a wide range of analysis functions, to include not
only computing the function of the loop, but also computing its termination condition, its invari-
ant assertions (for a given precondition), its weakest precondition (for a given postcondition), its
strongest postcondition (for given precondition), and checking its correctness (with respect to a
given speciﬁcation).
• Development of special-purpose versions of our tool for selected domains. It is diﬃcult to imagine a
generic tool that can analyze any loop written in any application domain; rather, we envision dif-
ferent versions of the tool, that may share a common body of programming knowledge (encoded
in a programming-related recognizer database), and have each a speciﬁc application domain (de-
ﬁned by a domain-speciﬁc recognizer database). In parallel with the development of an invariant
relation generator based on semantic matching, we are exploring the possibility of deﬁning one
or more special-purpose versions, that are characterized by their recognizer databases, as well
as the associated domain axiomatization that can be deployed to reason about invariant rela-
tions.
6.3. Related work
This paper is related to three research directions, which we will discuss in turn below: work on
invariant relations, or more generally on invariant relation-like concepts; work on loop functions; and
work on invariant assertions.
6.3.1. Invariant relations
Invariant relations were introduced by Mili et al. (2009) as a tool to compute or approximate loop
functions. In Carette and Janicki (2007), Carrette and Janicki derive properties of numeric iterative pro-
grams by modeling the iterative program as a recurrence relation and solving the recurrence relation.
Typically, the equations obtained from the recurrence relations by removing the recurrence variable
are nothing but the invariant relations that we are talking about. However, whereas the method of
Carrette and Janicki is applicable only to numeric programs, ours is applicable to arbitrary programs,
provided we have an adequate axiomatization of their data structure.
In Podelski and Rybalchenko (2004); Cook et al. (2006), Cook, Podelski and Rybalchenko intro-
duce the concept of transition invariant, which is a transitive superset of the loop body’s function. Of
special interest are transitive invariants which are disjunctively well-founded, i.e. are ﬁnite unions of
well-founded relations; these are used to characterize termination properties or liveness properties
of loops. Transitive invariants are related to the invariant relations that we introduce in Mili et al.
(2009), in the sense that they are both transitive supersets of the loop body. Though they are both
transitive supersets of the loop body function, transition invariants and invariant relations differ on
a very crucial attribute: whereas the latter are reﬂexive, and are used to capture functional proper-
ties of the loop, the latter are (typically) not reﬂexive, and are used to capture what changes from
one iteration to the next. The fact that we use invariant relations to also approximate termination
conditions, as shown in Proposition 1, is intriguing because it suggests that it is possible to reason
about loop termination without the well-founded property that Cook et al. are invoking in transition
invariants; we are looking into this.
In Group (2010), Kovacs et al. deploy an algorithm they have implemented in Mathematica to
generate invariant assertions of while loops under some conditions. They proceed by formulating
then resolving the recurrence relations that are deﬁned by the loop body, much in the same way as
Carette and Janicki advocate (Carette and Janicki, 2007); once they resolve the recurrence relations,
they obtain a binary relation between the initial states and the current state, from which they derive
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relation they obtain prior to adding the pre-conditions is nothing but our invariant relations. Some
of our recognizers stem from examples solved by Aligator. A notable difference to Aligator’s approach
is that it seems to compute invariant assertions of while loops without considering the condition of
the loop, nor (in the case of if-then-else statements in the loop body) the conditions of the if-then-
else statements in the loop body. We are fairly certain that by ignoring these details, Aligator may
be missing important information; however, since the purpose of Aligator is to generate invariant
assertions (which may be arbitrarily weak), the loss of information is not always perceptible (they
still ﬁnd invariant assertions). By contrast, because our goal is to ﬁnd the function of the loop, any
loss of information may cause us to fail (ending up with an approximation of the loop function rather
the exact loop function).
6.3.2. Loop functions
This work is an extention of the research conducted by Linger et al. on computing program func-
tions (Linger et al., 2007; Collins et al., 2005; Hevner et al., 2005). An early effort at deriving loop
functions is the work of Dunlop and Basili on heuristics for deriving the function of a loop by gener-
alizing its expression on special cases (Dunlop and Basili, 1984).
In Hehner and Gravell (1999), Hehner and Gravell introduce reﬁnement semantics of iterative
programs and argue that they are more useful for programming than the traditional least ﬁxpoint
semantics. Whereas least ﬁxpoint semantics characterize the semantics of a loop by a ﬁxpoint equa-
tion for which we consider the least reﬁned solution, the reﬁnement semantics characterizes the
semantics of a loop by means of a reﬁnement equation in which iteration is merely syntactic sugar
for recursion. Hehner and Gravell integrate time as a special variable, which may appear in speci-
ﬁcations, and let the increase in time be a condition of implementability of the speciﬁcation. Also,
they introduce variant functions which are traditionally used to characterize termination by means of
well-founded induction, and argue that their time model supersedes variant functions. The G Rule
that Hehner and Gravell cite in their paper to model the semantics of for-loops is analogous in
spirit to our concept of invariant relation, though it is deﬁned differently, and is applied only to
for loops.
In Gulavani et al. (2009), Gulavani et al. introduce a new algorithm for analyzing heap manipulat-
ing programs in a bottom up manner, using Hoare-like triplets. To this effect, Gulavani et al. represent
program states by means of a special notation inspired from Separation Logic (Berdine et al., 2005),
which they call LISF: Logic of Iterated Separation Formulas. To support their approach they have devel-
oped a tool that performs shape analysis, and have tested it on a standard shape analysis benchmark;
they ﬁnd that oftentimes their tool is able to produce complete functional speciﬁcations of the bench-
mark programs. We ﬁnd that most of the complexity of the proposed approach stems from using an
essentially top down method to perform bottom-up analysis. Indeed, Hoare logic is best adapted to
top down analysis, as it proceeds by making a hypothesis on a large program, which is subsequently
propagated downwards to produce smaller and smaller lemmas about components of the program;
once the base lemmas have all been veriﬁed, we can conclude that the original hypothesis is valid.
Bottom up analysis, which the authors are interested in, is better performed by a tool that captures
properties of components then uses them to capture properties of aggregates of components. This
work inspires us to explore a relational form of separation logic.
In Claessen et al. (2010), Claessen et al. use test generators to produce algebraic speciﬁcations of
functional programs written in Haskell. Their method proceeds by generating terms from the func-
tions in question up to a predeﬁned depth, then partitioning the set of terms (called the universe) into
equivalence classes, where each class contains all the terms that return the same result for all the test
data on which they are run. Each equivalence class produces a set of algebraic equations involving the
functions at hand; together, these form an axiomatic speciﬁcation of the functional program. While
this work, like ours, attempts to derive a functional description of programs, it differs in a number of
fundamental dimensions, including: it proceeds by dynamic testing rather than static analysis; it fo-
cuses on functional programs rather than imperative programs; it captures the semantics of recursion
rather than iteration (not that they are very different); it produces tentative speciﬁcations rather than
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by a function on the space of the program.
In Tuerk (2010), Tuerk introduces a new Hoare-like proof rule for while loops that favors local
reasoning over global reasoning by using separation logic. Tuerk argues that reasoning about loops is
easier and more natural if we focus on loop speciﬁcations (describing what a loop does starting at an
arbitrary moment in its execution) rather than loop invariants (describing what a loop has achieved
at an arbitrary moment in its execution). We wholeheartedly agree with this premise, and argue that
invariant relations do exactly that: by relating current states (whether they are initial, intermediate,
or ﬁnal) to subsequent states (whether they are initial, intermediate or ﬁnal), invariant relations can
capture any part of a loop’s behavior, including its behavior from a current (initial or intermediate)
state to its ﬁnal state. We further show, in Proposition 3, that invariant relations subsume invariant
assertions, in the sense that all invariant assertions stem from invariant relations (by grounding the
initial state and inverting the invariant relation).
6.3.3. Invariant assertion
Research on invariant assertions is so vast that it is impossible to do justice to all the literature
being published in this area. In this section, we content ourselves with discussing some of the work
that we feel is closest to ours, or that has inﬂuenced ours.
In Flanagan and Leino (2001), Flanagan and Leino introduce Houdini, an automated tool that gen-
erates invariants for Java programs. This tool proceeds by generating a set of candidate annotations
involving program variables, and a predeﬁned vocabulary of logical operators. Then it iterates through
the annotation refutation loop, using the Java Extended Static Checker to identify and prune out in-
valid annotations. Whereas our tool focuses exclusively on loops, Houdini generates annotations at
many levels of abstraction, including interprocedural annotations, which characterize preconditions
and postconditions of Java classes and methods. Also, while Houdini generates annotations of pre-
deﬁned forms using a predeﬁned vocabulary of connectives, our tool has no such limitations, since
recognizer-generated invariant relations can take any form that Mathematica can analyze.
In Flanagan and Qadeer (2002), Flanagan and Qadeer extend work of Graf and Saidi (Graf and Saidi,
1997) on predicate abstraction by proposing a method to automatically generate invariant assertions
of Java programs. The algorithm they propose generates invariant assertions as boolean combinations
of base predicates inferred heuristically from the source code or provided by the programmer/analyst.
The two most salient differences of this work from ours are: First, our approach depends entirely
on an automated analysis of the source code (no heuristics are involved, and no programmer in-
tervention is needed). Second, the bulk of our analysis is done in a context-free manner, involving
the loop alone, rather than its context (pre/post condition); by contrast, the precondition of the loop
plays an important role in the approach proposed by Flanagan and Qadeer (2002) to compute invari-
ant assertions. In fairness, we admit that the extra automation that our tool offers is available only
to the extent that the loop under review falls within the domain of competence of the recognizer
database.
In Kovacs (2007), Kovacs combines techniques from algorithmic combinatorics and polynomial al-
gebra to generate polynomial equations as loop invariants for a class of so-called P-solvable loops with
ignored loop conditions. Implemented in the Mathematica software package Aligator, the approach
was successfully tested on many examples. Moreover, in Henzinger et al. (2008), Aligator is extended
by implementing an approach for automatically inferring polynomial equalities and inequalities by
treating loop conditions as invariants from the polynomial closed form of the loop by imposing bound
constraints on the number of loop iterations. In Kovacs and Voronkov (2009b), a method for automatic
generation of loop invariants for programs containing arrays is presented. Many properties of update
predicates can be extracted automatically from the loop description and loop properties obtained by
other methods such as a simple analysis of counters occurring in the loop, recurrence solving and
quantiﬁer elimination over loop variables. By contrast with the work of Kovacs et al., our work is not
limited to numeric computations, nor to invariants that take a polynomial form; in fairness, we admit
that while Aligator generates invariants on the ﬂy, our system can only generate functional informa-
tion for code patterns for which prior provisions have been made. Another difference that may prove
crucial: Aligator does not take into account loop conditions and if-then-else conditions, whereas, as
34 L.L. Jilani et al. / Journal of Symbolic Computation 48 (2013) 1–36we discussed above, we believe they may carry important information, which we capture by means
of conditional recognizers.
Ernst et al. (Ernst et al., 2007) discuss a system named Daikon, which is a full-featured, scalable,
robust tool for dynamic detection of likely invariants. Daikon runs candidate programs and observes
their behaviors at user-selected points, and reports properties that were true over the observed ex-
ecutions, using machine learning techniques. Because these are empirical observations, the system
produces probabilistic claims of invariance. The approach of Daikon is clearly in sharp contrast to
ours, since it is based on a dynamic (vs. static) analysis, builds likely (vs. veriﬁed) invariants, and
applies to numeric (vs. arbitrary data type) computations. Also, as illustrated in Section 5.4, Daikon
is prone to generate plenty of low level assertions that affect precision without contributing much to
program documentation.
LOOPFROG (Kroening et al., 2008) is an automatic bug-ﬁnding tool for ANSI C programs. It is an Ab-
stract Interpretation based static analyzer for C programs. It works on binary model ﬁles generated by
the compiler goto-cc that compiles programs given in a C and C++ into GOTO-programs (i.e., control-
ﬂow graphs). LOOPFROG is based on the concept of Loop Summarization using Abstract Transformers.
Because Iterative ﬁxpoint computation is expensive, this approach avoids iterative computation of an
abstract ﬁxpoint. Instead, it builds summaries which are symbolic transformers. This tool heuristically
provides invariant candidates to use as summary. Our work differs from LOOPFROG in that it is purely
algorithmic (vs. heuristic) and that it reasons about data types at a higher level of abstraction, hence
is likely to give more general results.
In Gulwani et al. (2009), a challenging aspect of computing complexity bounds is undertaken by
calculating a bound on the number of iterations of a given loop. Control-ﬂow reﬁnement enables
standard invariant generators to reason about mildly complex control-ﬂow, which would otherwise
require impractical disjunctive invariants. Progress invariants are introduced and used to compute
precise procedure bounds. The concept of invariant relation that we discuss in this paper makes it
unnecessary to worry about counting the number of iterations, since it represents (by virtue of re-
ﬂexivity and transitivity) properties that hold regardless of the number of iterations. Also, we have
a result to the effect that invariant relations can be used to approximate termination conditions,
thereby providing an alternative to counting iterations, even for the purpose of assessing termina-
tion.
In Jhala and Majumdar (2009), Jhala and Majumdar present a broad survey of software model
checking in which they discuss, among others, the use of invariant assertions to check safety prop-
erties, and to streamline model checking by making it more eﬃcient; also, they discuss the use of
transition invariants (Podelski and Rybalchenko, 2004; Cook et al., 2006) to check termination prop-
erties; ﬁnally, they discuss the use of quantiﬁed loop invariants to support shape analysis of program
data.
In Furia and Meyer (2010) Furia and Meyer propose techniques for deriving invariant assertions
from an analysis of the post-condition. To this effect, they explore several techniques for generalizing
the post-condition for the purpose of obtaining a formula that is weak enough to be invariant, yet
strong enough to logically imply the post-condition upon exiting the iteration. This approach is fairly
orthogonal to ours, in that we analyze the loop without regard to its context/its speciﬁcation, and do
so by inspecting the loop itself, exclusively.
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